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Abstract. This paper develops the Church-Rosser theorem for the rewriting system CCLB on 
type-free categorical combinators introduced by Curien. The system CCLB is not confluent. 
However we show that there are various sets D of categorical combinator terms such that each 
D satisfies the following two conditions: (1) D is closed under reduction by CCLB; (2) CCLQ 
is confluent on D. Moreover we examine the relation among these sets. 
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Introduction 
This paper deals with the rewriting systems for categorical combinatory logic 
CCL introduced by Curien [ 1,2]. We focus on the Church-Rosser theorem for the 
rewriting system CCLP corresponding to the type-free A&calculus. For more infor- 
mation on categorical combinators, we refer the reader to [2] and its bibliography. 
The system CCLP is not confluent. This fact is due to the following two rules: 
(IdR) FoId- F, 
(DA) A(F)oG-A(Fo(GoFst,Snd)). 
For example, the derivations A( Id) 0 Id - A (Id) and 
A(Id)o Id- A(Ido(Ido Fst, Snd))*A((Fst, Snd)) 
are satisfied in CCLP, but A(Id) and A((Fst, Snd)) cannot be confluent. 
We intend to restrict the sets of terms of CCL to a subset D so that CCLP is 
confluent on D. More precisely, such a D is desired to satisfy the following two 
conditions. 
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(I) D is closed under reduction by CCLP. Namely, if FE D and F* G, then 
GED. 
(2) Let UE D. If U-t, F and U *G, then there exists H such that F&H and 
G&H. 
We show that there are various sets that satisfy these conditions, and examine the 
z=elationship among them. These sets form a hierarchy. 
In Section 1 we give several preliminary definitions, in particular, a translation 
rule norm(_) on terms of CCL, which plays an essential role in this paper. In Section 
2 we examine basic properties of norm(_). In Section 3 we introduce regular terms 
of CCL and show that CCLp is confluent on the set CCL’ of all regular terms. In 
Section 4, as an application of the results in Section 3, we provide a reduction 
strategy by which we always reach the unique normal form of a regular term F if 
F has a normal form. Finally, in Section 4, expanding the results in Section 3, we 
introduce a hierarchy consisting of sets D of categorical co:mbinator terms such 
that CCLP is confluent on each D in the hierarchy. 
1. Preliminary definitions 
In this section we give preliminary definitions. To start with, we define the language 
of CCL and the rewriting systems for CCL. 
1.1. Definition. The language of CCL consists of constant symbols and auxiliary 
symbols 0, A, ( , ), ( and ). Terms of CCL are defined as follows. 
(1) Every constant is a term. In particular, the constants of CCL always include 
Id, Fst, Snd, and App as special constants. 
(2) If F and G are terms, then (F 0 G), (F, G), and A(F) are terms, too. 
We sometimes use CCL to represent he set of all the terms of CCL. We use 
F,F,,F ,,..., G,H ,... to represent terms of CCL. When two terms F and G are 
syntactically equivalent, we write F = 6. 
We introduce various binary relations that represent reduction on CCL. 
1.2. Definition. We define the binary relations (Ass), (IdL), (IdR), (Fst), (Snd), 
(DPair), (DA) and ( p) on CCL by the following schemata: 
(FoG)o H (Ass) Fo(Go H), 
Id 0 F (IdL) F, 
FoId (IdR) F, 
Fst 0 (F, G) (Fst) F, 
Sndo(F,G) (Snd) G, 
(F, G)o H (DPair) (Fo H, Go H), 
A(F)oG (DA) A(Fo(GoFst,Snd)), 
APP o (NW, G) (PJ F 0 (Id, G). 
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Combining these relations we define 
SUB = (Ass) w (IdL) u (IdR) u (Fst) u (Snd) u (DPair) u (DA) 
and CCL/3 = SUB u (p)- 
These binary relations on CCL are expanded by the next definition. 
1.3. Definition. Let R be a binary relation on CCL. Then we define the relatton +R 
by expanding R as follows: 
(1) if FR G then F-R G, 
(2) if F+RG then FoH+RGoH, HoF+RHoG, (F,H)*R(G,H), 
(H, F)+R W G), and NW 3~ NG). 
Moreover *R is the reflexive, transitive closure of +R, and = R is the equivalence 
relation generated from -)R. 
1.4. Definition. We introduce standard notations for reduction. 
(i) Let + be a binary relation on CCL. The following condition for a is called 
the diamond property: id” U_ F and UaG then there exists H such that F* H 
and G_“H. 
(ii) A binary relation R on CCL is said to be confluent (or Church-Rosser), 
when *R satisfies the diamond property. 
(iii) Let R be a binary relation on CCL. We say that a term H is an R-normal 
form of F, when FAR H and there is no H’ such that H +R H’. 
Note that, if a satisfies the diamond property then 3 also satisfies the diamond 
property, where 5 is the reflexive, transitive closure of a. 
As Definition 1.2 suggests, we treat the rule (/3) apart from CCLP. The other 
rules are easy to handle. The system SUB is a subset of SUBST that I-Iardin and 
Laville investigated [4]. The system SUBST and thus SUB are noetherian. Namely 
there is no infinite sequence F, , Fg, . . . of terms such that Fi +SUB Fi+l for all i. 
Next we define the translation rule norm(-) on CCL, which plays an essential 
role in this paper. To define norm(-), we introduce the following notations. 
1.5. Definition. (i) For each F we define nl( F), np( F) and nc( F) as the nirmbers 
of subterms in the forms A(H), (H, , Hz), and H, 0 H2 appearing in F respectively. 
(ii) For each F we define the nonnegative integer na( F) as follows: if F is in 
the form (F, 0 F2) 0 F3, then na( F) = na( F, 0 F2) + 1, otherwise, na( F) = 0. 
(iii) For each term F we define the ordinal number ord(F) less than o4 by 
ord( F) = o3 l nl( F) + W* 9 np( F) + w l nc( F) + na( F). 
In (ii), na( F) means that the rewrite rule (Ass) can be applied to F just na(F) 
times. Namely, there is a sequence of terms F = FO, F, , . . . , Fnac ,=) such that 
F. (Ass) F, (Ass) 9 9 9 (Ass) FnafFj 
and there is no G such that FaafF) (Ass) G. 
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1.6. Definition. For each term F we define the term norm(F) by transfinite induction 
on ord(F) up to 04. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
norm( F, 0 F2) 0 H ) = norm( F1 0 ( Fz 0 H)), 
norm(A(Fi) 0 H) = A(norm(F, 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd))), 
norm(( %, , I$) 0 H) = (norm( F, 0 H), norm( Fz 0 H)), 
i 
HI ifnorm(H)=(H,, H,), 
norm(Fst 0 H) = Fst if norm(H) = Id, 
Fst 0 norm(H) otherwise, 
i 
H2 if norm{ H) = (H, , Hi), 
norm(Snd 0 H) = Snd if norm( H) = Id, 
Snd 0 norm(H) otherwise, 
norm(Id 0 H) = norm(H), 
norm( f 0 H) = f if norm( H) = Id, 
fo norm(H) otherwise, 
where f is a constant other than Fst, Snd, and Id, 
(8) norm(A(F,)) = A(norm(F, 0 (Fst, Snd))), 
(9) norm((Fi, F2)) = (nomVA noWl;;h 
(10) norm(f)=J 
where f is a constant. 
Note that the above definition of norm(F) is well-defined. For rule (l), 
na((F,~F,)~H)=na(F,~F2)+1=na(F,~(F2~H))+1, 
and nl, np and nc of ( F1 0 F2) 0 H and F, 0 ( F2 0 H) are the same respectively. So 
ord((F,oF2)o H)>ord(F,o(F,o H)) 
and transfinite induction on ord( F) works well for rule (1). For rule (2), 
ord( A (F*) 0 H) > ord( F, 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)) 
because 
nl(A(F,)oH)=nl(F,o(HoFst,Snd))+l. 
The other rules can be verified similarly. 
The above rules, except for rule (S), are defined to simplify the given term F 
according to the rules of SUB as much as possible. So norm(F) is in SUB-normal 
form. Moreover, if F SUB G, then norm(F) = norm(G), which is verified by simple 
calculation except for (IdR). For rule (S), a remark is needed. Note that norm(A (H 1) 
is not A (norm( H)) but A(norm( H 0 (Fst, Snd))). This definition makes the equation 
norm(A( H) 0 Id) = norm(A (H)) valid. More generally, in the next section, we show 
that norm(F) = norm(G) whenever F =suB G. 
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2. Properties of norm 
In this section we examine properties of norm(_). First we show the relationship 
between orm(_) and SUB. 
2.1. Lemma. For every F, if F$ is a term obtained from F by replacing some subterms 
H of F by norm(H), then norm( F*) = norm(F). 
Proof. We use transfinite induction on ord( F). The proof is tedious but ;asy. We 
only show two cases: F = (F, 0 F2) 0 H and F = A(FJ 0 H. The other cases are 
similar. 
Case 1: F=(F,oF2)oH. If F*=(FFoFz)oH*, then 
norm(F*)=norm(F$o(F$oH*)) 
= norm( F, 0 ( Fz 0 H)) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm(F). 
If F* = norm(( Fl 0 Fz) 0 H), then 
norm( F*) = norm(norm( Fl 0 ( F2 0 H))) 
= norm( Fl 0 ( F2 0 H)) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm(F). 
Otherwise F* = norm( F, 0 F2) 0 H *. In this case there are several subcases according 
to the shape of Fl . 
Subcase 1.1: Fl = G, 0 G2. 
norm( F*) = norm(norm( G, 0 ( G2 0 F2)) 0 H *) 
E norm( G, 0 (G2 0 Fz)) 0 H) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm( G, 0 (( G2 0 F2) 0 H)) 
5 norm( G, 0 norm(( G2 0 F2) 0 H)) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm( G1 0 norm( G2 0 ( F2 0 H))) 
= norm( G1 0 ( G2 0 ( F2 0 H))) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm(F). 
Here note that 
orW4 0 (Gz = US0 H))) = ord( G1 0 (( G2 0 F2) 0 H)) 
<ord((G,o(G,o F2j)o H) 
<ord(((G, 0 G2) 0 F2) 0 H). 
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Subcase 6.2: F, = A ( G). 
= A (norm(( G 0 ( F2 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd))) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= A (norm( G 0 (( F2 0 Fst, Snd) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)))) 
= A (norm( G 0 norm(( F2 0 Fst, Sn 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)))) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= A (norm( G 0 (norm( F2 0 (Fst 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd))), Snd))) 
= A (norm( G 0 (norm( F2 0 norm( Fst 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd))), Snd))) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= A (norm( G 0 (norm( F2 0 norm( H 0 Fst)), Snd))) 
= A (norm( G 0 (norm( F2 0 (H 0 Fst)), Snd))) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
=A(norm(Go(norm((F,o H)oFst), Snd))) 
= A (norm( G 0 (( Fz 0 H) 0 Fst, Snd))) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm(F). 
The other subcases are similar. 
Case 2: F = A( F1) 0 H. Then there are three subcases: F* = A( Ff) 0 H*, F* = 
norm(A( F*) 0 H), and F* = norm(A ( Fl)) 0 H *. These are proved in a similar way 
to Case 1. 0 
2.2. Lemma. norm( F 0 Id) = norm(F). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of E 
Case 1: F=FpF,. 
norm(( F, 0 Fz) 0 Id) = norm( F, 0 ( F2 0 Id)) 
= norm( F, 0 norm( F2 0 Id)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm( F, 0 norm( Fz)) 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm( Fl 0 Fz) (by Lemma 2.1). 
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Case 2: F= A(F,). 
norm(A (F,) 0 Id) = A (norm( F, 0 (Id 0 Fst, Snd))) 
= A (norm( F, 0 notm((Id 0 Fst, Snd)):l) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= A(norm( F, 0 (Fst, Snd))) 
= norm( A( F,)). 
The other cases are similar. Cl 
2.3. Lemma. If F = su6 G, then norm(F) = norm(G). 
Proof. It is enough to show the case F -SUB G, which is proved by induction on 
the definition of F *sUB G. 
Case 1: When F = G 0 Id, it is just Lemma 2.2. 
Case 2: When F SUB G except for Case 1, it is immediate from the definition 
of norm(_). 
Case 3: When F = F’ 0 H, G = G’ 0 H, and F’ -)§uB G’, we calculate 
norm( F' 0 H) = norm(norm( F’) 0 H) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm(norm( G’) 0 H) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm( G’ 0 H) (by Lemma 2.1). 
The other cases are similar. •J 
The above lemma shows the relation between SUB and norm(_). In turn, 
examine reduction by (p). 
we 
2.4. Definition. (i) We define CCL* = {norm(F) 1 FE CCL}. 
(ii) On CCL* we define the binary relation + as follows: norm(F) ++p 
norm(G) iff there exists H such that norm(F) ap H and norm(H) = norm(G). 
More rigorously we should write Acp, instead of +@. For simplicity we write Ap. 
2.5. Lemma. If F 2~ G, then norm(F) *p norm(G). 
Proof+ By transfinite induction on ord( F). 
Case 1: F=(FpFdoF,, G=(GpG,)oG,, and F;:*,G, for i=l,2,3. 
Because 
F,o(F*oF,)_kG,o(G~oG,) and ord(F,o(F20F3))<ord(F), 
by the induction hypothesis we have 
norm(F) = norm( Fl 0 ( F2 0 F3)) 
3 norm( G, 0 ( G2 0 G3)) 
P 
= norm(G). 
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Case 2: F=(Appo(A(F,), F,))o F3, G=(G,o(Id, G,))o G3, and F+ Gi for 
i = 1,2,3. Then we calculate 
norm(F) = App 0 (A (norm( F, 0 ( F3 0 Fst, Snd))), norm( Ft 0 F3)) 
-+ norm( Fl 0 ( F3 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (Id, norm( F2 0 F3)), 
s 
Because Fl 0 ( F3 0 Fst, Snd) L*s G1 0 ( G3 0 Fst, Snd) and ord( F, 0 (8” u Fst, Snd)) < 
ord(F), by the induction hypothesis there is H1 such that 
norm{ Fl 0 (F3 0 Fst, Snd)) -;;’ Hi 
and 
norm( H,) = norm( G1 0 (G3 0 Fst, Snd)). 
Similarly, there is Hz such that 
norm( F2 0 F3) 2 H2 and norm( Hz) = norm( G2 0 G3). 
Therefore norm(F) AB H, 0 (Id, Hz) and 
norm( H, 0 (3 5&)) 
= norm(( G, 0 ( GJ 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (Id, G2 0 G3)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
=norm(Gj (by Lemma 2.3). 
Case 3: F~A(F,)oF~, GsA(G,)oG2, and F,s,Gi for i=l,2. Because 
F, 0 ( F2 0 Fst, Snd) p * G, 0 ( G2 0 Fst, Snd) 
and 
ord( F, 0 ( F2 0 Fst, Sad)) < ord( F), 
by the induction hypothesis there is H such that 
norm( Fl 0 ( F2 0 Fst, Snd)) 2 )r 
and 
norm(H) = norm( G1 0 ( G2 0 Fst, Snd)). 
Therefore 
and 
norm(F) = A (norm( F, 0 ( F2 0 Fst, Snd))) A A (H) 
P 
norm(A(H)) 
= A (norm( H 0 (Fst, Snd))) 
= A(norm((G, 0 {G20 Fst, Snd)) 0 (Fst, Snd))) (by Lemma 2.1) 
5 norm(G) (by Lemma 2.3). 
The other cases are similar. 0 
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26. Theorem. If F *, ~~t_&fhen nmm(ls)~~ norm(G). 
Proof, Suppose F +cLp G. Then there is a sequence F = F,, FI,. . . , Fzn = G 
such that Fzi *SUP, F&+, *B F&+2 for i =O, 1,. . . , n - 1. By Lemmas 2.3 and 
2.5, we have norm(&) s norm( F&+1) +p norm(F,i+z) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Hence 
norm(F) a0 norm(G). Cl 
The above theorem shows that + ccLg can be simulated by =+. In the next section 
we shall show that, if norm(F) bP norm(G), then norm( F\ bccLg nom(G). 
Furthermore, a8 satisfies the diamond property. 
23. Theorem. 7%e relation =+ on CCL* satisfies the diamond property. Therefore 
&+a satisfies the diamond property, too. 
Proof. Let norm(V) =3”p norm(F) and norm( U) =+ norm(G). Assume that 
norm(U) *P F and norm( u) sB G. The relation +B satisfies the diamond property, 
which is clear from the definition of ~3~. So there exists W such that F AB H and 
GA, H. Hence, by Lemma 2.5, we have ~nrm( F) *P norm(N) and 
norm(G) =$B norm(H). 0 
2.8. Corollary. If U hccLp F and U hccLB G, then there exists If such that 
norm(F) GP norm(H) and norm(G) ha norm(H). 
Proof. From Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 q 
3. Churchdosser theorem 
We examine the Church-Rosser property of CCLP. Corollary 2.8 resembles the 
Church-Rosser theorem. If we could show that F +ccLP norm(F) for every F; 
Corollary 2.8 would imply the Church-Rosser theorem for CCLP. However this is 
not the case and CCLP is not confluent. For example, norm(A(Id)) = A((Fst, Snd)) 
but not A(Id) hccLP A((Fst, Snd)). If we add the following new rule 
A(kT) (AFstSnd) A(Fo(Fst,Snd)) 
to SUB, then F+ norm( F) is derived from SUB with (AFstSnd). So CCLP with 
( AFstSnd) is confluent. But this rule increases complexity of terms. We develop 
another approach. We give a sufficient condition for F to satisfy F *cccp norm(F). 
3.1. Definition. (i) A term F is said to be regular when F satisfies the condition: 
norm%) = norm(H 0 (Fst, Snd)) for every A(H) appearing in F. 
(ii) We define CCL’ as the set of all regular terms of CCL. 
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Note that norm(F) is regular for every F. 
3.2. Lemma. If F is regdar, then F hsuB norm; F) 
Proof. By transfinite kduction on ord(F). 
Case 1: F=(Fp F,)o F3. 
2 norm( F, 0 ( F2 0 F3)) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm(F). 
Case 2: F-=A(F,)o F2. 
F --; A ( Fl 0 ( F2 0 Fst, Snd)) 
2 A(norm( F, 0 i F2 0 Fst, Snd))) 
SUB 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= norm(F). 
Case 3: F=A(F,). 
F-k A(norm( F,)) 
SUB 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= A (norm( F, 0 (Fst, Snd))) (by the regularity condition) 
= norm(F). 
The other cases are similar. Cl 
Next we show that 8, CCLa preserves regularity of terms. 
3.3. Lemma. If F AhccLp G then norm( F 0 H) = norm(F) implies norm( G 0 H) = 
norm(G). 
Proof. First WC show the lemma in the special case where F +Q G, by transfinite 
indxtion on ord(F). Suppose F +p G and norm( F 0 H) = norm(F). 
Case 1: h(FpF2joF3, G=(GpG,)oG,, and F*pGi for i=l,2,3. Then 
norm( F 0 H) = norm(( F, 0 ( F2 0 F3)) 0 H) 
and 
norm(F) = norm( F, 0 ( F2 0 F3)) 
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are the same, Because F, 0 ( F2 0 F;) AB 6, Q ( G2 0 G,) and orti( F, 0 ( F2 0 F’)) c 
or-d(F), by the induction hypothesis we have 
Therefore norm( G 0 H) = norm(G). 
Case 2: F~(Appo(A(F,),F*))oF~* G~(G,~(Id,G~))oG~, and E*,Gi for 
i = I, 2, S. Then, 
norm( F 0 H) 
= App 0 (A(norm( FJ 0 (( F3 0 H) 0 Fst, Snd))), norm( F’ 0 (6 0 H))) 
=App+l(norm((F,o(F,oFst,Snd))o(H+’st,Snd))), 
nornW$ 0 6) 0 H)) 
(by Lemma 2.3) and 
norm(F) = App 0 (-4 (norm( F, 0 ( F3 0 Fst, Snd))), norm( F2 0 F3)). 
because norm( F 0 H) = norm(F), by the induction hypothesis 
norm( G1 0 ( G3 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)) = norm( G, 0 ( G3 0 Fst, Snd)) 
and norm(( G2 0 G3) 0 H) = nor_ll( G2 0 G3). Therefore we have 
norm( G 0 H) = norm( ( G1 0 ( G3 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)) 
0 (Id, (Gz 0 G1) 0 H)) (by Lemma 2.3) 
= norm( norm( G, 0 ( G3 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)) 
0 (Id, ncrm(( G2 0 G3) 0 H))) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm( norm( G, 0 ( G3 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (Id, norm( G2 0 G3))) 
= ncrm( G) (by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3). 
Case 3: F=A(F,)oFz, G=A(G,)oG2, and _Fi*,Gi for i=l,2. Then, 
norm( F 0 H) = A (norm( F, 0 (( F2 0 H) 0 Fst, Snd))) 
and 
= A (norm( F, 0 (I;; 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd))) 
(by Lemma 2.3) 
nox$!C) = A (norm( F, 0 (F’ 0 Fst, Snd))). 
Because norm( F 0 H) = norm(F), by the induction hyyothesis 
norm( G1 0 ( G2 0 Fst, Snd)) 0 (H 0 Fst, Snd)) = norm( G, 0 ( G2 0 Fst, Snd)). 
Hence norm( G 0 PI) = norm(G). 
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The other cases are similar. 
Now we show the lemma in the general case using the lemma in the above special 
case. Suppose F ACCLp G, then there is a sequence F = F,, F, , . . . . F2,, = G such 
that Fzi *SUB Fzi+l *p Fzi+z for i = 0, . . . , n - 1. If norm( Fzi 0 H) s norm( Fzi), then 
norm( Fzi+lo H) E nom( Fzi+, ) by Lemma 2.3. By the above special case of the 
lemma, norm( Fzi+lo H) s nom( Fsi+l) implies norm( Fzi+s 0 H) s nom( Fzi+z). 
Hence we conclude the lemma in the general case. El 
3.4. Theorem. Let F *\ cctp G. If F is regular, then so is G. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of F hCCLI, G. We treat only the case where 
F=A(F’j, G=A(G’), and F’dCCLB G’. The other cases are clear. Because F is 
regular, F' is regular and norm( F’ 0 (Fst, Snd)) 5 norm( F’). By the induction 
hypothesis, G’ is regular. By Lemma 3.3, norm( G’ 0 (Fst, Snd)) = norm( G’). Hence 
G is regular. Cl 
Finally we show that CCLP is confluent on CCL’. 
3.5. Lemma. if norm(F) +@ norm(G), then norm(F) *CCr,B nsrm( G). 
Proof. Suppose norm(F) hB G. Because norm(F) is regular, by Theorem 3.4, G is 
regular, too. Therefore, G asUB norm(G) by Lemma 3.2 and thus 
norm(F) ACCLg norm(G). Cl 
3.6. Theorem. Let U be a regular term. If U aCCLa F and U +CCLp G, then there 
exists H such that F hCCLp H and G hCCLp H. Namely CCLP is confluent on CCL’. 
Proof. Let U be regular, U AccLp F, and U hccLB G. Then, by Corollary 2.8, there 
is H’ such that 
norm(F) $ norm( H’) and norm(G) * norm( H’). 
By Lemma 3.5, 
norm(F) & norm( H’) and norm(G) & norm( H’). 
Because U is regular, by Theorem 3.4, F and G are regular, too. By Lemma 3.2, 
F &+ norm(F) and G -$ norm(G). 
Hence, if we take norm( H’) for H, we have F ACCLB H and G *cc~p H. q 
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The above proof is closely related to the proof of the Church-Rosser theorem 
for the A-calculus. In [7,8], the equivalence theorem, established in [2], between 
categorical combisators and the A -calculus is extended to preserve not only equations 
but also reduction, and the Church-Rosser theorem for the h-calculus is translated 
into the theorem for categorical combinators. Furthermore, [8] is extended in [3]. 
4. A reduction strategy 
In this section, we provide a reduction strategy for CCLP as an application of 
the results in the previous sections. By this reduction strategy we can reach the 
unique normal form for each regular term F whenever F has a normal form. 
4.1. Definition. For each F we define the term beta(F) as follows: 
(1) beta(App 0 (A (F,), F2)) = beta( F,) 0 (Id, beta( F2)), 
(2) beta( F, 0 F2) = beta( FJ 0 beta( F,), if F, 0 F2 is not in the form 
APP o (A WA, HA 
(3) beta(A(F*))=A(beta(F,)), 
(4) beta((F1 9 6)) = (betaUT ), beta( W, 
(5) beta(f) =f, where f is a constant. 
Informally speaking, beta(F) means the term obtained by rewriting F by the rule 
(p) repeatedly as much as possible. Thus, F hp beta(F) and beta(F) has no subterm 
in the form App 0 (A( H,), Hz). In other words, beta(F) is the (p)-normal form of 
F, which always exists uniquely. 
4.2. Lemma. If norm(F) =$P norm(G), then norm(G) +@ norm(beta(norm( F))). 
Proof. Suppose norm(F) ap G. Then, by the definition of +, we have 
G ap beta(norm( F)). Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, 
norm(G) =+ norm(beta(norm( F))). 
P 
Cl 
4.3. Theorem, If F hccLp G then norm(G) Gp (norm 0 beta)“(norm(F)) formmen. 
Proof. Suppose F +cLp (3. By Theorem 2.6, norm(F) Gp norm(G). Let 
norm(F) = norm( Fo) T norm( Fl) 2 l l •~ norm( FJ = Rorm( G). 
Then, using Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 4.2, we can Frbve that corm(G) sP 
(norm 0 beta)“(norm( F)) by a simple diagram. q 
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4.4. Corollary. Let F be a regular term. If F has a CCLP-normal form H, then 
= (norm 0 beta)“(norm( F)) for n. 
proof. Suppose F has CCLg-normal form H. by 4.3, 
norm(H) sfl (norm 0 beta)“(norm( F)) for some n. Because F is regular, H is also 
regular by Theorem 3.4. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, H hsUB norm(H). Because H is in 
CC&normal form, we have 
H = norm(H) = (norm 0 beta)“(norm( F)). Cl 
The reducticn strategy norm( beta( norm( J)) is essentially the same as the so-called 
Gross-Knuth strategy for the h-calculus. As well as the Gross-ICnuth strategy, we 
can define various strategies corresponding to other strategies for the h-calculus. 
5. Hierarchy in CCL 
In Section 3 we defined the subset CCL’ of CCL and proved that CCLl3 is 
confluent on CCL’. Independently, Hardin [S, 6) showed a similar result. She defined 
.another subset 9 of CCL and showed that CCLP is confluent on 9. In this section, 
extending Hardin’s result and the discussion in Section 3 of this paper, we show 
that there are various subsets of CCL on which CCLP is confluent. 
Let D be a subset of CCL. From the proof of Theorem 3.6, it follows that the 
following two are sufficient conditions for CCLP to be confluent on D: 
(1) D is closed under reduction by CCLP, 
(2) F asUB norm(F) for every F in D. 
The set CCL’ of all regular terms satisfies these conditions. Moreover, we introduce 
a hierarchy of subsets of CCL and show that each component of the hierarchy 
satisfies the above conditions as well as CCL’. 
5.1. Notation. (i) For F and n 2 0, we define the term Un( F) as follows: 
Ilo(F)= F and Q+,(F)=(_&(F)oFst,Snd). 
(ii) F, 0. l -0 F, is an abbreviation of (F1 0. l 00 (Fn-10 Fn) . . . ). 
(iii) For n 2 2 we define 
Fst” = Fsto= l -0 Fst. 
n times 
In particular, when n = 0, we define F 0 Fst’= E 
(iv) For n 2 1 and i (OS i G n) we define the term rr: by 
n,” = Fst”, ~~=SndoFst”-” (W&n). 
(v) (Fo,F,,... , Fn) is an abbreviation of (. . . ( Fo, F,), . . . , Fn), where n 3 1. 
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Note that the following derivations are satisfied in SUB: 
(1) for n 2 1, U,,(H) asuB (H 0 ?r& WY,. . . , w:), 
(2) fornal and i(Osisn), +(F,-,,...,F,)l-*sus~. 
5.2. Definition. 
(i) For each n 3 0, 
&={F~CCL~norm(Fo&(H))=norm(F) for any H}. 
(ii) Soo= U S,. 
nz=O 
(iii) For each n 3 1, 
Tn={FECCLJnorm(FoIT~(Id))~norm(F)}. 
(iv) Ta= n Tn. 
nz=l 
Note that the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) norm(Fo&,(H))=norm(F) for any H; 
(2) norm(Fo n,(f)) = norm(F), where f is a constant not contained in F. 
Also note that To is not defined. By Lemma 2.2, norm( F 0 Id) = norm(F) is always 
satisfied. 
We will show that CCLP is confluent on the above subsets of CCL respectively. 
In particular, So0 is coincident with 9 defined by Hardin [5]. The set CCL’ of all 
regular terms is not the same as any set above. But we shall show the relation 
between CCL’ and T,. 
First we show the relationship among the subsets defined in Definition 5.1. 
The proof is divided into the following several emmas. 
5.4. Lemma. S, c S,+l and Sn # Spy+, for each n 3 0. 
Proof. If FE S, then for any H 
and 
and 
norm( F 0 l7n+l( H)) 3 norm( F 0 17n((H 0 Fst, Snd))) 
= norm(F) 
thus FE S,+, . Let G s Snd 0 Fst”. Then GE Sn+, but G ti Sn- Hence Sn c &+I 
Sn f&t+*- 0 
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5.5. Lemma. T,+I ~T,,andT,+,fT,foreach nsl. 
Proof First note that 
=(Fsto&Sndo&& ,..., ma>- 
SO ~~+,(Id)~~,JId)=suB~~+l(Id). If FE T,+l, then 
norm(Fo&(Id)) 
= notm(norm( F) 0 &(Id)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm( norm( F 0 Q,, , (Id)) 0 Q,( Id)) (by the assumption) 
=norm(Fonorm(~~+~(Id)oU,JId))) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm(Fo norm(&+,(Id)Q (by Lemma 2.3) 
=norm(Fo&+,(Id)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm(F) (by the assumption) 
and thus FE T,. Let G = Fst”. Then G E T, but Ge T,,, . Cl 
5.6. Lemma. Suppose that norm(F) =f, 0 l . *of;, where ach& (1~ i G 1) is a constant 
other than Id. 
(i) FE S, #norm(F) = f, 0 l l -0 fm 0 rrr for some i such that 1 s i 6 n. 
(ii) FE T, iff norm! F) = f, 0. l yf, 0 ~7 for some i such that 0~ i G n. 
(iii) FE S, i$F E T, iff norm( F) = f, 0. l -0 fm 0 Snd 0 Fstk for some k 2 0. 
Proof. (i): Suppose F E S,,. Then, for any H, 
norm(F) 
=norm(FoH&Y)) 
=norm(norm(F)onorm(n”(H))) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norlr,(norm(F) 0 (norm(H 0 $), WY,. . . , v!)) (by Lemma 2.3), 
because Q(H) *sUB(H”&&..., WE). Therefore, norm( F) must be in the form 
f 1 0. l -0 f m 0 rrl for some i such that 1 s is n. Conversely, if norm(F) = 
f 1 0.. -0 fm O rrl and 1 s is n, then clearly FE S,. 
(ii): Suppose F E T,. Then 
norm(F) = norm( F 0 R, (Id)) 
= norm(norm( F) 0 norm(H,JId))) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= norm(norm( F) 0 (IT: ) . . . , rz)) (by Lemma 2.3), 
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because nn(Id)*sU&,“, . . . , m”,). Therefore, norm(F) must be in the form 
f 1 0.. .O f m 0 T: for some i such 0~ i 6 n. Conversely, if norm(F) =fi 0. l l fm 0 el 
and 0 < i s n, then clearly F E Tn. 
(iii): From (i) and (ii). Cl 
5.7. Lemma. S, = Tao. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of norm(F), we show that FE So0 iff FE Too. 
The term norm(F) is in the form fi o...+G, where IaO, each5 (l~i~f) is a 
constant, and G is either a constant, A (G,), or (G, , G2). 
Case 1: When G is a constant, it is just Lemma M(iii). 
Case 2: G = A (G,). First note that norm( G,) = G1. Indeed, because 
f 1 0.. .oJ;oA(G,)=norm(F) 
= norm(norm( F)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
E 
f 1 0. . .oJ; 0 A(norm( G, 0 (Fst, Snd))), 
we have GI = norm( G1 0 (Fst, Snd)), and thus 
norm( G,) = norm(norm( G1 0 (Fst, Sad))) 
= norm( G, 0 (Fst, Snd)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= G,. 
We continue proving the present lemma. For any H, 
norm(Fol7JH))=norm(norm(F)ol&,(H)) (by Lemma 2.1) 
= f 1 0. l -of; 0 A(norm( G, 0 l&,+,(H))). 
Therefore, 
FES,, H norm(Fo&(H))=norm(F) for any H 
H norm( G, 0 Un+l( H)) = norm( G,) for any H 
So FE S, iff G1 E &, because S, = lJkzO Sk = Ukal Sk by Lemma 5.4. Similariy, 
norm( F 0 iT,(Id)) =fi *...+ 0 A(norm(G, 0 n,,+,(Id))). 
Therefore, 
FE T, H norm(Fon,,(Id))=norm(F) 
@ norm( G, 0 fln+l( Id)) 3 norm( G,) 
So FE T, iff G1 E T& because Tm - -n,_, T, =&.. Tk from Lemma 5.5. Hence, 
by the induction hypothesis, F E SW iff F E T,. 
Case 3: 6 = (G, , G,). Similar to Case 2. 0 
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Now we can conclude Theorem 5.3 from Lemmas 5.4, 5.5, and 5.7. 
Next, similarly to Lemma 3.2, we show that F hsuB norm(F) for every FE &. 
5.8. Lemma. Let 0s m < n. rf norm(Fo&(Id))=norm(Fo UJId)), then 
norm( F 0 fi”(Id)) = norm(F). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of norm(F). Let norm(F) =fi 0 l l l fk 0 G, 
wheref,,..., fk are constants. 
Case I : G is a constant. By Lemma 2.1, 
norm(F~~,JId))~norm(norm(F)~norm(~~(Id))) 
= norm( fr o...~fk~G~(rro”,...,~~)) 
and similarly 
norm(FoR,(Id))=norm(f,- l +oGo($‘,. . . , rl)). 
By the assumption, these are the same. So norm(F) must be in the formf, 0. l l oJ; 0 I$ 
for some I and i such that I 3 0 and 0 < i s n. Therefore norm(F) = norm( F 0 Z7” (Id)) 
Case 2: G = A(G,). By Lemma 2.1, 
norm( F 0 n,(Id)) = norm(norm( F) 0 H,,(Id)) 
3 
f 1 0. l l fk 0 A(norm(G, o&+,(Id))) 
and similarly 
norm(Fo&(Id))=f, 0. l l ofk 0 A(norm(G, 0 &+&Id))). 
By the assumption, these are the same and thus norm( G1 0 &+,(Id)) = 
norm( G1 0 &+,(Id)). As we showed in the proof of Lemma 5.7, norm(G,) = G,. 
So, by the induction hypothesis, norm( G,) = norm( G1 0 Hn+,( Id)) and thus 
norm(F) = norm( F 0 n,(Id)). 
Case 3: G = (G, , GJ. Similar to Case 2. Cl 
5.9. Definition. For each F we define the term norm*(F) by the same rules for 
norm(F) defined in Definition 1.6 except hat rule (8) is replaced by norm*(A (F*)) = 
A(norm*( F,)). 
5.10. Lemma. (i) F AsuB norm*(F). 
(ii) For every F, if F* is a term obtained from F by replacing some subterms H of 
F by norm*(H), then norm*( F*) = 11~ -m*(F). 
Proof. (i): By transfinite induction on ord( F). 
(ii): Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1. Cl 
5.11. Lemma. Zf F E TI then norm*(F) = norm(F). 
of. By induction on the structure of norm*(F), Let norm*(F) = $10. 9 00 fk 0 G, 
where fi , . . . , fk are constants. We treat only the case G = A (G,). The other cases 
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are similar. By Lemmas 5.10(i) and 2.3 we have 
and similarly 
G f ,o- l -0 fk 0 A (norm( G, 0 &( Id))) 
norm(F) =fi 0. l l fk 0 A(norm(G, 0 &(Id))). 
Because FE rl, we have norm( G1 0 n,( Id)) = norm(G, 0 &( Id)). Thus norm( G,) = 
norm( G, 0 &( Id)) by Lemma 5.8, and G, E T2 C- T, by Lemma 5.5. Moreover, G1 = 
norm*( G,) because 
norm*(F) = nor-m*(norm*( F)) =fi 0. 9 l fk 0 A(norm*(G,)) 
by Lemma S.lO(ii). Therefore we can use the induction hypothesis for G, and have 
G, = norm*( G,) = norm( G,). So we get 
norm(F) =fi 0. l l fk 0 A(norm(G, 0 n,(Id))) 
= f 1 0. l l fk 0 A(norm(G,)) 
E f 1 0. l l fkoA(G,) 
3 norm*(F). Cl 
5.12. Theorem. If F E Tl then F -+sUB norm(F). 
Proof. From Lemmas 5.10(i) and 5.11. Cl 
Finally we show that CCLP is confluent on So, S1,. . . , S,= T,, . . . , T2, Tl 
respectively. 
5.13. Theorem. The sets S, (m 2 0), S, = II*, and T, (n 3 1) are closed under 
reduction by ACCLp respectively. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.3. Cl 
5‘14. Theorem. The system CCLP is confluent on S,,, (m 2 0), SW = Tco, and T, (n 2 1) 
respectively. 
Proof. By the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3.6. We use Theorems 5.3, 
5.12 and 5.13 instead of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4. Cl 
The subset CCL’ of all regular terms does not fall into any of the sets in the 
hierarchy defined in Definition 5.2. But CCL’ is closely related to Tl. If FE T,, 
then norm*(F) = norm(F) by Lemma 5.11 and so norm*(F) is regular. If A(F) is 
regular then FE Tl . 
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